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ABSTRACT
This paper focusses on “safe” screening techniques for the
LASSO problem. Motivated by the need for low-complexity
algorithms, we propose a new approach, dubbed “joint
screening test”, allowing to screen a set of atoms by carrying out one single test. The approach is particularized to
two different sets of atoms, respectively expressed as sphere
and dome regions. After presenting the mathematical derivations of the tests, we elaborate on their relative effectiveness
and discuss the practical use of such procedures.
Index Terms— `1 -norm minimization, LASSO, screening techniques.

decreasing the dimensionality of the problem to handle by
identifying some of the zeros of the target solution x?λ via
simple tests. Screening procedures have been shown to allow
for a dramatic reduction of the complexity needed to solve (1).
Nevertheless, their implementation may still be computationally too-demanding in some applications. More specifically,
the complexity of all the screening procedures proposed so far
evolves linearly with the number of atoms in the dictionary.
Hence, in applications involving very large dictionaries,3 the
implementation of these screening tests may lead to unacceptable computational burdens. In this paper, we propose a new
screening methodology, dubbed “joint screening”, allowing
to circumvent this issue.

1. INTRODUCTION

2. SOME CONVEX CONSIDERATIONS

In the last decade, sparse representations have proven to be
powerful tools for solving many problems in signal processing, machine learning, etc. Many central methodologies to
find a good sparse representation of an observation vector
y ∈ Rm in some dictionary A = [a1 . . . an ] ∈ Rm×n revolve
around the resolution of the so-called (nonnegative) LASSO
problem:1

We first remind some of the properties of the solutions of (1).
Problem (1) is convex and always admits (at least) one solution. The dual problem associated to (1) can be written as (see
for example [16])

x?λ ∈ arg min Pλ (y, x),

(1)

x≥0

1
2 ky

2
Axk2 + λkxk1

where Pλ (y, x) =
−
and x ∈ Rn . Without loss of generality, we will assume hereafter that kai k2 = 1
for i = 1 . . . n.
Solving (1) may require a heavy computational load when
the dimension of x becomes large. Therefore, the conception of computationally-efficient techniques to solve (1) has
become an active field of research [2–4]. One important contribution in this field is the so-called “safe” 2 screening technique proposed by El Ghaoui et al. in [5] and refined in several subsequent works [6–13]. These methodologies aim at
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1 The standard LASSO can be written as a particular case of (1), see [1].
2 The term “safe” refers to the fact that the elements identified by the
screening method always correspond to zeros in x?λ .

θ ?λ = arg min Dλ (y, θ),

(2)

θ∈D

where
1
1
2
2
kyk2 − ky − λθk2 ,
2
2
D = {θ ∈ Rm : hai , θi ≤ 1, i = 1 . . . n},

Dλ (y, θ) =

(3)
(4)

and h·, ·i denotes the inner product in Rm . Since Dλ (y, θ) is
a strictly concave and coercive function and D is a closed set,
problem (2) admits a unique solution θ ?λ , see [17, Proposition
A.8].
The primal and dual solutions (x?λ , θ ?λ ) are related through
the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker conditions [17, Proposition 5.1.5]:
x?λ ≥ 0, hai , θ ?λ i ≤ 1 for all i,

(hai , θ ?λ i − 1)x?λ (i) = 0 for all i,
y=

λθ ?λ

+

Ax?λ ,

(5)
(6)
(7)

where x?λ (i) denotes the ith component of x?λ .
3 As an extreme example, one may think of the “continuous” dictionaries
considered in [14, 15], containing an infinite number of atoms.

3. STANDARD SCREENING METHODOLOGIES

4.1. Screening the atoms belonging to a region G
n

The “safe” screening procedures proposed in [5–13] leverage
the following observation: if R ⊂ Rm is a region such that
θ ?λ ∈ R,4 then the following inequality trivially holds
hai , θ ?λ i ≤ sup hai , θi,

sup sup ha, θi < 1 ⇒ x?λ (i) = 0 ∀i : ai ∈ A ∩ G. (11)

θ∈R

a∈G θ∈R

and from (6), we thus have
sup hai , θi < 1 ⇒ x?λ (i) = 0.

(8)

θ∈R

In other words, if the inequality in the left-hand side of (8) is
satisfied, one is ensured that the ith component of the solution
vector x?λ is equal to zero.
Since the seminal work by El Ghaoui et al., different
screening tests, based on different choices of the region R,
have been proposed in the literature. The most popular ones
are probably the “sphere” regions, that is
R = {θ : kθ − ck2 ≤ 1 − τ },

(9)

for some parameters c ∈ Rm and τ ≤ 1. Interestingly, for
this particular choice, the general screening test (8) takes the
following simple form:
hai , ci < τ ⇒

Let A = {ai }i=1 denote the set of atoms of the dictionary
and let R ⊂ Rm be a safe region (that is θ ?λ ∈ R). The
“joint” screening procedure proposed in this paper is a direct
consequence of the following observation:5

x?λ (i)

= 0.

(10)

We find in the literature different definitions for the center c
and the radius 1 − τ (see [5–11]) leading to screening tests of
different effectiveness.
It is easy to see that the implementation of the standard
screening test (8) necessitates the evaluation of supθ∈R hai , θi
for each atom of the dictionary. Hence, the computational
load required to implement standard screening tests evolves
linearly with the number of atoms in the dictionary. For example, in the case where R is a “sphere” region, (10) involves
the computation of the inner product between the center of the
sphere c and each atom of the dictionary, leading to a complexity scaling as O(mn). In the next section, we propose a
new procedure to reduce this computational load.
4. JOINT SCREENING PROCEDURES
In this section, we introduce a new screening procedure having a complexity not depending on the number of atoms in the
dictionary. We dub our methodology “joint screening test”
because it allows to screen a set of atoms by carrying out one
single test. In a first subsection, we derive tests allowing to
screen any atom belonging to some specific region G ⊂ Rm .
In a second subsection, we elaborate on the relative effectiveness of the proposed test for different choices of the region G.
Finally, in the last subsection, we leverage on these previous
results to propose a novel screening procedure having a low
complexity with regard to standard screening tests.
4 Such a region is commonly referred to as “safe region” in the screening
literature.

In order words, if the inequality in the left-hand side of (11)
is satisfied, all the atoms ai ∈ A ∩ G can be safely and jointly
screened from problem (1).
In what follows, we will see that the verification of the
inequality in the left-hand side of (11) can be done very efficiently for some specific choices of regions R and G. First, we
will assume that R is a sphere region (9). The joint screening
test (11) then takes the simple form:
supha, ci < τ ⇒ x?λ (i) = 0 ∀i : ai ∈ A ∩ G.

(12)

a∈G

Moreover, we will consider the two following options for G:
• “Sphere” : G s (t, ) = {a : ka − tk2 ≤ },
• “Dome” : G d (t, δ) = {a : ha, ti ≥ δ, kak2 ≤ 1},
where t ∈ Rm and , δ are some parameters. G s (t, ) and
G d (t, δ) have some easy geometric interpretations: G s (t, )
corresponds to the set of vectors located in a ball of radius
 centered on t; G d (t, δ) is a dome including all the vectors
of norm smaller than one and having an inner product with t
greater than or equal to δ.
For these two choices of regions, the joint screening test
defined in (12) admits the following simple analytical solutions:
• Joint sphere test:

sup ha, ci < τ if and only if

a∈G s (t,)

ht, ci < τ −  kck2 .
• Joint dome test:

sup
a∈G d (t,δ)

(13)

ha, ci < τ if and only if 6

ht, ci < τ,

(14)

and
δ>

ht, ciτ +

q

2

2

kck2 − ht, ci
2

q
2
kck2 − τ 2

kck2

.

(15)

We refer the reader to the technical report associated to this
paper for a detailed derivation of these results, see [18]. We
note that a test similar to (13) has been proposed in a different
context in [19].
5 The
6 We

validity of (11) straightforwardly follows from (8).
assume that ktk2 = 1.

4.2. Relative effectiveness of the screening tests
It is easy to see from (11) that the choice of region G is a
compromise between the number of atoms that can be jointly
screened and the ease of passing the test. Indeed, although
large regions allow to screen more atoms, they are also less
likely to pass the joint screening test since, for any G1 ⊆ G2 ,
we have
sup sup ha, θi ≤ sup sup ha, θi.

a∈G1 θ∈R

(16)

a∈G2 θ∈R

In particular, letting G1 = {ai } and G2 = G in the above
inequality, we see that passing the joint screening test (11)
requires that the standard screening test (8) is verified for any
atom ai ∈ A ∩ G. Hence, quite logically, joint screening
test (11) can only lead to inferior screening performance as
compared to standard screening test (8).
Another question of interest is the relative effectiveness
of the joint sphere and dome tests proposed in (13) and (14)(15), respectively. The next lemma provides some insights
into this question.
Lemma 1. The smallest7 dome containing a set of unit-norm
vectors S is always contained in the smallest sphere containing S.
A proof of this statement can be found in the technical
report associated to this paper, see [18]. In view of (16), a
direct consequence of Lemma 1 is as follows: if one wishes
to jointly screen a set of unit-norm atoms, there always exists
a joint dome test leading to screening performance at least as
good as the “best”8 joint sphere test.

In this section, we discuss the following screening procedure:
L

1) Select a set of L (dome or sphere) regions {Gl }l=1 ,
2) Apply screening test (13) or (14)-(15) for l = 1 . . . L.
We note that since (13) and (14)-(15) only involve the evaluation of one inner product (namely ht, ci), the screening procedure described above only requires to carry out a total number
of L inner products.
On the other hand, the effectiveness of this screening
procedure obviously depends on the choice of the regions
L
{Gl }l=1 . In order to find a trade-off between the two conflicting objectives emphasized in the first point of the previous
section, we consider hereafter some specific choices of the
L
regions {Gl }l=1 .
Let us focus on one particular region Gl for a given l. We
first assume that Gl is a sphere, that is Gl = G s (t, ). Given
8 “Best”

volume.

 < t,c ,

should be understood as the one with the smallest volume.
should be understood as the test involving the sphere of smallest

τ − ht, ci
.
kck2

(17)

Now, letting the radius  of Gl tend to its largest value t,c ,
we have that any atom ai ∈ A having a distance to t strictly
smaller than t,c will be screened by test (13), that is
kai − tk2 < t,c ⇒ x?λ (i) = 0.

(18)

We note that (18) defines a screening test on all the elements
of the dictionary (it may be applied to any atom ai ∈ A)
although it only requires the evaluation of one inner product ht, ci (to evaluate t,c ). Let us moreover mention that
n
the quantities {kai − tk2 }i=1 can be precomputed and sorted
once for all in advance, so that the identification of the atoms
verifying (18) can be done very efficiently (one may for example achieve a complexity scaling as O(log2 n)). As a consequence, the “on-line” complexity associated to the implementation of (18) is of the order of O(m + log2 n).
We can apply the same kind of reasoning when Gl is a
dome region, that is Gl = G d (t, δ). If we assume that t ∈ Rm
is given, a tight lower bound on the value of δ verifying the
joint dome test is trivially given by the right-hand side of (15),
that is
δ > δt,c ,

(19)

where
δt,c ,

4.3. Low complexity screening procedures

7 “Smallest”

the value of t, we want to tune the value of  so that Gl is
the largest sphere passing (if possible) the joint screening test
(13). We note then that the joint sphere test (13) is satisfied as
soon as the radius  verifies

ht, ciτ +

q

2

2

kck2 − ht, ci
2

kck2

q

2

kck2 − τ 2

.

(20)

Hence, provided that ht, ci < τ , letting parameter δ tend to
its smallest value δt,c will lead to the screening of any atom
ai ∈ A having an inner product with t strictly greater than
δt,c , that is:

ht, ci < τ
⇒ x?λ (i) = 0.
(21)
ht, ai i > δt,c
n

Again, the quantities {ht, ai i}i=1 can be precomputed and
sorted once for all in advance, so that a complexity scaling as
O(m + log2 n) can also be achieved here.
Going back to the screening procedure advocated at the
beginning of this section, we see that adapting the parameter 
(resp. δ) for each region Gl as discussed above is equivalent to
applying test (18) (resp. (21)) for each of the L different test
L
vectors t specifying the regions {Gl }l=1 . The overall complexity of this procedure thus scales as O(Lm + L log2 n).
This is to compare to the complexity in O(mn) of the standard screening tests. The joint screening procedures proposed
in this paper will then be of particular interest when dealing
with high-dimensional dictionaries.
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Fig. 1. Proportion of zeros identified by the screening procedures as a function of − log10 (λt /λmax ) (horizontal axis) and the
(log10 of the) number of iterations (vertical axis): GAP sphere test (left) and proposed procedure with a dome region (right)
5. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS
In this section we perform some numerical experiments to
evaluate the behavior of the proposed method. We confront
our screening procedure to the standard one (8) within the
following setup. We consider a dictionary A ∈ R100×2000
made up of L = 100 clusters of 20 atoms. For each cluster, a
“seed” atom is created as the m-dimensional realization of a
zero-mean circular Gaussian with covariance matrix m−1 Im ,
where Im is the m×m identity matrix. The other atoms of the
cluster are generated so that their inner products with the seed
atom are not smaller than 0.9. We assume that y is a linear
combination of 10 columns (chosen randomly) of the dictionary. The nonzero coefficients are generated as independent
realizations of a zero-mean Gaussian with variance equal to 1.
Considering this data set, we target the solution of problem (1) for a decreasing sequence of λ going from λmax ,
AT y ∞ to 10−1.5 λmax . The solution is searched via the
FISTA algorithm [4]. At each iteration of FISTA, the screening procedure is implemented as follows. A “safe” sphere R is
computed according to the GAP procedure proposed in [10].
R is then used to implement both a standard screening test (8)
and the reduced-complexity screening test presented in Section 4.3. Due to space limitation, we only consider the results
obtained with the test based on the dome region,9 see (21).
The L test vectors appearing in (21) are set to be equal to the
“seed” vectors used to generate each cluster of the dictionary.
We evaluate the performance of the methods as the good
detection rate of zeros in the solution vector x?λ . Fig. 1
9 The results corresponding to the test based on the sphere region (18) are
however sensibly similar.

presents this figure of merit as a function of λ (horizontal
axis) and the iteration number (vertical axis). As expected
(see Section 4.2), the standard screening test (left figure)
presents better performance than the proposed methodology
(right figure). However, this performance must be weighed
against the complexity required to perform the tests: the
standard procedure requires 2000 scalar products for each
test, whereas the proposed method involves only 100 scalar
products. We thus see that the proposed procedure allows for
a good compromise between computational complexity and
the ability to identify zeros of x?λ .
6. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we proposed a new screening methodology for
the (nonnegative) LASSO problem. Our procedure aims to
jointly screen a set of similar atoms by carrying out one single test. We considered two instances of such test (focussing
on sets of atoms belonging to either a sphere or a dome region
of Rm ) and showed that the latter take a very simple form. In
particular, both tests only require the evaluation of one inner product in Rm . Leveraging on this result, we showed
that screening procedures for the entire dictionary can be devised by considering an arbitrary number, say L, of regions.
The resulting screening procedure has a complexity scaling
as O(Lm + L log2 n), where n is the number of atoms in
the dictionary. This has to be compared to the complexity of
standard screening procedures scaling as O(mn).
Our future avenues of research include designing new
joint tests (based on more refined regions G) and devising
low-complexity methodologies to identify safe regions R.
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